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Join the Splendid Sampler community with a comprehensive collection of very special 6-inch blocks

created and shared by more than 80 of today's most innovative designers.You'll enjoy trying your

hand at 100 eye-catching designs that use a wide range of techniques, including traditional

patchwork, applique, foundation paper piecing, and embroideryA number of the 6-inch blocks are

shown in two colorways for twice the creativityBe inspired by gallery quilts featuring carefully

selected placement options for your Splendid Sampler blocks
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Pat Sloan is a quilt designer, author, teacher, radio/podcast show producer and host, and fabric

designer. Her passion for making quilts, sharing quilts, and talking with quilters about quilts is

limitless. Pat travels around the world teaching and hosts several Internet groups of quilters where

they share on a daily basis what they make.Known for her popular Quilt Jane website, Australian

Jane Davidson is a long-arm quilter, teacher, and designer.

Do not hesitate to purchase this book!!Just reading the story of how this HUGE group of quilters

from across the world came to be is fun, exciting and inspirational. As one of the quilters who

participated in the online group, I found the blocks to be perfect for beginning to well experienced



quilters. Each block is very unique and will challenge your skills and creativity. The book is

beautifully written and easy to follow.

Great book,great patterns!

Nice book.

Purchased for my wife who is an avid Quilter and runs a church quilt group. Can never have too

many quilts!

I enjoyed being a part of the blog, the book is just another way to keep connected.

Excellent

As a person that was there at the start right through to the end of this truly splendid sampler, I was

unsure whether I wanted the book. After all it was the experience that I really came to treasure, and

all the friends and help I meet along the way; but then I realised that this book is not all about my

journey, but about sharing life, doing things together, and maybe making the world a better place by

realising that most people are the same as us under different skins.I did buy the kindle version,

(although I would have loved the printed version, but knew that it would get lost with all the books) I

understand that there will be another internet sampler being made with the aid of the book, and I

urge all people to go on this journey, you will learn so much about sewing, the friendship, and

mostly yourself.I have only one small bugbear, and that is that I really would have like to see how

more ideas on setting the blocks, how the designers would have or did. The ideas in the book are

few, but with all things with this sampler, there are very amazing ideas coming from last year's

participant who are posting their finished quilt on line.This book and the Facebook page is a gift that

keeps on giving.The actual block in the book are good, offering different type learning experiences

and skills, they are 6" blocks, but I like that as they can be accomplished with just using scraps.

What I really like about them is that you can make them your own, different material can change the

whole look of the block, add some stitching or embellishment and ......really the sky is the limit. The

book offers the basis and you can stick to that but with a little imagination - a wonderful unique quilt,

cushion whatever can be made - the only limitation is yourself.



What a great resource. Just what I wanted.
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